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Seminar topic: System methodology & tools for the growth and transformation of organisations

Abstract

We are living in an increasingly complex world, in which all economic, social, technical, environmental, cultural and political factors and processes are evidently interconnected. Traditional problem-solving approaches through simple linear thinking and “quick fixes” that solve issues in isolation have posed various shortcomings, including failures and even counterproductive consequences.

International expert in innovative general management solutions and trusted partner to all kinds of organizations, global market players as well as governments, the Malik’s approach aims at maximizing governance effectiveness and enabling organizations to transform themselves in order to excel at a time of great challenges and profound change. Our entirely new methods ensure sweeping results in complex and fast changing situations. Malik’s solutions emphasize crosslinking the intelligence, creativity, expertise, and experience of all people involved and create an intense working client-relationship, based on professional working attitude, trust and integrity. Effective management, advanced governance and societally responsible leadership are the fundamental principles of our systems.

This seminar introduces the methodology, systems and tools developed by Prof. Malik, the associated pioneers and experts at Malik – with the key principles of rigorously testing their scientific results in real world situations. The seminar also shares knowledge, experience, as well as provides various highly successful practical applications of the systems and tools in numerous organizations and companies, with a focus on sustainable growth and effective transformation of technological companies and IT departments.